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What MAX Is

• MAX is a government-wide collaboration system hosted by OMB

• MAX provides a wide variety of collaboration and information sharing tools for internal and external partners

• MAX provides flexible structure set up, customization, security and access controls
What MAX Is Not

• MAX is not a replacement for Customer Access Pages

• MAX is not additional work

• MAX is not a replacement for customer service interaction
MAX Benefits

- Site management
- User management
- Data management
- Communication
- Security
MAX System Security

- System security is maintained by OMB
- User management is controlled by ARC
- Site structure is controlled by ARC
- PII and data security
ARC’s MAX Functional Structure

- DEPT OF THE TREASURY-EXTERNAL
- Fiscal Service - CDFI Institutions Fund
- Show All Child Pages

Child Pages (9):
- CDF - ACB (Agency Cash Branch)
- CDF - AIB (Agency Intragov Branch)
- CDF - APB (Accounts Payable Branch)
- CDF - Audit
- CDF - BEB (Budget Execution Branch)
- CDF - PGL (Pension Grants Loans)
- CDF - PVC (Payroll, Vendors, Cards)
- CDF - RAB2 (Reporting and Analysis)

- DEPT OF THE TREASURY-EXTERNAL
- APB - Accounts Payable

Customer Links:
- ABA - APB
- ADF - APB
- AFR - APB
- CAV - APB
- CDF - APB
- CFP - APB
- CSB - APB
- DCP - APB
- DNC - APB
- DO - APB
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Contact Information

For ARC questions, please contact:
  Daniel Drake   304 480 7082
  MAXARCAAdmin@fiscal.treasury.gov

MAX system support:
  MAXSupport@max.gov

MAX website:
  www.max.gov